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In 2010 an “EnergieWertHaus” eco-house was built in Rösrath as cooperation between the planner and builder
couple Hermann and the manufacturers Vaillant and Ytong, as well as the inspection service provider DEKRA. The
goal was to develop a modular system for new energy efficient buildings, the implementation of which is possible
only through certified planners and building contractors. Their energy consumption is up to 30 per cent below the
level required by law, for which the house in Rösrath received the RWE Climate Protection Award in 2012.

At the edge of the Königsforst Forest near Rösrath a new
two-family house was built in the middle of the small town
of Forsbach in 2010. With a straight and clear architectural
language, suspended awning and wine-red stepped façade
areas, the house fits prominently into its rural surroundings. In
addition to its modern appearance, the inner values of the new
building are also convincing. Designed and implemented as the
first “EnergieWertHaus” eco-house, its energy consumption is
30 per cent below the level required by law, for which the new
building received the RWE Climate Protection Award in 2012.
The energy efficient residential house consists of two
shells: one wine red cube and one lower, white stucco cube.
The new three-storey building of the planner and builder
couple Johannes and Dagmar Hermann takes advantage of
the hillside location to create additional living space in the
basement with ground-level access to the back yard. While
a living unit extends over the ground and basement storeys,
there is an office area in the upper and attic storeys, with a
separate entrance. Aluminium floor-to-ceiling windows divide
the stuccoed façades and provide for plenty of light inside the
building. The combination of three-pane windows and 36.5
centimetre thick masonry of aerated concrete with a K-value of
0.21 W/(m2K) forms an energetically effective building shell.

The concept of the “EnergieWertHaus” eco-house was
developed by Vaillant and the construction materials specialist
Ytong. The inspection service provider DEKRA supports the
cooperation of the project and carries out the certification
of the building. The goal of the concept was to develop an
energy efficient modular system for new buildings on the
basis of four principles. Firstly, the energy consumption is
determined starting with the first planning phase on the basis
of specific data on the building shell and heating system.
Secondly, a guideline for detailed implementation is available,
in order to optimise transitions between building elements
and therefore to avoid thermal bridges. To minimise energy
losses, special attention was given to the insulation of the
Ytong solid roof and to optimising door and window junctions
in the prototype in Rösrath-Forsbach. Thirdly, in order to
guarantee individual new houses of a high architectural
and technological level at fair market prices, the design and
implementation of “EnergieWertHaus” eco-houses is possible
only through certified planners and building contractors.
Fourthly, in addition to the high quality of the planning and
implementation, the construction is continually accompanied
by the inspection services of DEKRA, and as in RösrathForsbach, for example, controlled with blower door tests.

Just as important as the energetically high-quality building shell, however, is the installation of an eco-friendly heat
generation system. The house is equipped with a geoTHERM brine/water heat pump from Vaillant. Through a single
120-metre deep borehole, the pump extracts sufficient energy for the entire room heat and hot water heating. To ensure the
continuous supply of heat, a storage tank was installed as a heating buffer. Distribution through an in-floor heating system
provides for ecological and economical utilisation of the heating energy. An integrated ventilation system in the well-insulated
house provides for the regular exchange of air with no loss of energy. The installation of the Vaillant recoVAIR ventilation
system with heat recovery guarantees that up to 95 per cent of the waste heat is used by the system to heat the colder fresh
air. On warm summer days a special circuit automatically ensures that only fresh air enters the house.
The building owner and the environment benefit equally from the architecture and technology of the “EnergieWertHaus” ecohouse. The total annual primary energy consumption of the 240 square metre house is only 34.79 kWh/m2. Even lower, at 13.4
kWh/m2 per year, is the final energy consumption, or the total of room heating and hot water heating. That not only keeps the
new building well below the legal requirements, but also below the current energy standard “Efficiency House 55” of the KfW,
so that government subsidies are possible. “The consumption levels are more than 10 per cent below the requirements
for a passive house,” Johannes Hermann explains the advantages of the concept. With annual savings of 600 euros over
conventional residential buildings, the investment in the high-quality building design and HVAC engineering is worthwhile.

In addition, the building was erected with comparatively low construction costs of about 1,250 euros per square metre. The
overall concept of the “EnergieWertHaus” eco-house with low energy consumption, eco-friendly energy production and
efficient utilisation therefore is doubly advantageous for the planners and builders: individual architecture combined with an
ecologically and economically sustainable residential building.
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